The Carlson Family Legacy
Empowering World Readiness Through Endowed Financial Aid

“What motivates me in supporting education is making the world a better place. We are making a difference to improve the world. We are producing an extremely valuable commodity—our students.”

– Steve Carlson P’01, Board Chair Emeritus

Viewpoint School is dedicating its Annual Benefit to endowed financial aid for the second year in a row. Last year, 289 donors contributed a record-breaking $1.2 million for endowed financial aid in our Primary and Lower Schools, providing access to a life changing education for the youngest students in our community and growing our School’s total endowment by an incredible 5%. This year, in honor of the Carlson family—heroes in our School’s history—we are focusing support at the other end of our campus in the canyon. We will raise funds for endowed financial aid for Upper School students, so we can remove barriers to success and launch the best and brightest students into college as world-ready citizens grounded by our core values of love, honor, excellence, imagination, and optimism.

We draw inspiration from Viewpoint’s mission, vision, and values as well as from this year’s distinguished honorees, Steve, Leslie, and Kristen Carlson, who have touched nearly every corner of our campus through the broad reach of their philanthropy and the catalytic effect of their bold trusteeship. Steve served as Board Chair and Vice Chair for more than a decade, providing Viewpoint with the kind of focused trustee leadership needed to achieve transformational goals, and the length of his service to our School will stand out for generations to come. Most notably, he led Viewpoint through the final phases of a monumental campus expansion that drew upon his sharp business acumen and construction knowledge, resulting in world-class facilities like the iconic Carlson Family Theater. Of equal importance, although perhaps lesser known to our community, is that Steve and Leslie also prioritized financial aid in their philanthropy, creating in 2012 the Carlson Family Financial Aid Endowment Fund in our Upper School—a significant fund they continue supporting to this very day.

Kristen Carlson ’01 followed in her parents footsteps, serving as a trustee and helping grow her family’s endowment in addition to making gifts to other financial aid initiatives, such as the Cathy Adelman Endowment Fund for Financial Aid in our Primary and Lower Schools, the focus of last year’s Benefit. In Kristen’s own words, “We are a family of builders but we don’t just build buildings; we are also passionate about building people up for the future, about investing in the next generation of builders and leaders.” Over the many years since Steve and Leslie first enrolled Kristen in our School, the Carlson Family’s love of Viewpoint has been unwavering. Their passion and commitment is demonstrated by their ongoing generosity to ensure the School’s excellence in perpetuity. They are builders in every sense of the word.

Together, Leslie, Steve, and Kristen hope to inspire further support for financial aid at Viewpoint and encourage the entire school community to engage in the 41st Annual Benefit in a collective effort to augment Viewpoint’s ability to open its doors to the best and brightest high school students—doubling down once again on our dedication to a world where education changes lives. To honor the Carlsons, net proceeds from the 41st Annual Benefit will support an endowment fund for Financial Aid in the Upper School, mirroring the family’s philanthropy and passion for education.
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Why Upper School Financial Aid?

• The Viewpoint community draws strength from diversity—of all sorts.
• Our investment in financial aid assures that what our students have in common isn’t the ability to pay for a Viewpoint education, but the desire to work together and serve a world in desperate need of their imaginations and intelligence.
• Endowing financial aid helps ensure that our School won’t ever have to choose between admitting the best students and providing the best education.

How Can You Support Endowed Financial Aid in the Upper School?

• Buy a table to the 41st Annual Benefit;
• Bid and win an auction item at the 41st Annual Benefit;
• Support the fund after the Annual Benefit, by making gifts directly to the endowment.

What are our Goals?

• Raise $500,000 by June 30, 2024, through net proceeds from the Annual Benefit;
• Continue fundraising every year, growing the endowment over time and expanding its impact;
• Grow Viewpoint’s overall endowment for the long term financial health of the School.

How are our endowment funds managed?

• Viewpoint’s Board of Trustees recently appointed Goldman Sachs to manage the School’s endowment funds.
• Through continued giving and strong investment strategies an endowment fund can double in roughly 10 years’ time.